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Hydrogen or battery? A clear case, until
further notice

 2019-11-07

Electric battery or hydrogen? We explain where the decisive
advantages of the electric drive over the fuel cell currently lie.
And why there is no alternative to Volkswagen's decision to
consistently promote e-mobility.

Since the Volkswagen ID.3 celebrated its production launch in Zwickau and thus
heralded a new era of electric mobility at Volkswagen, the question has been discussed
among politicians and experts, in the media and in social forums: Is Volkswagen's
decision to promote electromobility decisively and consistently the right one? Or
should Europe's larger automakers not focus more on alternative drive technologies,
above all hydrogen-based fuel cell technology?

The Volkswagen Group's decision is clear: as a large volume manufacturer, it is focusing
on battery-powered electric cars for the masses – even though Volkswagen Group
Research is continuing to explore fuel cell technology and Audi, for example, has
announced a small-scale hydrogen-powered vehicle for 2021. The turnaround in
mobility, however, must take place in large volumes – for the sake of climate protection
and the Paris agreements alone. In just a few years, Volkswagen intends to sell more
than one million electric vehicles a year.

The current facts prove Volkswagen right. Prof. Maximilian Fichtner, Dep. Director of
the Helmholtz Institute Ulm for Electrochemical Energy Storage and designated expert
in hydrogen research, lately told the “Wirtschaftswoche”, the “very poor energy
efficiency well-to-wheel” of the fuel cell car make sure that battery-powered e-cars
“order a multiple of more efficient”. Fichtner continues: “I'm not against hydrogen as
an energy storage medium at all. We just should make use of it where it makes sense –
and that's not in the car, but in the stationary area.”

Volker Quaschning, Professor for Regenerative Energy Systems at the HTW Berlin, also
shares this assessment. According to Quaschning, numerous countries would be
dependent on the import of regenerative hydrogen to produce hydrogen cars in large
quantities, which would hardly be feasible in the near future. Furthermore, the
hydrogen solution is “ultimately also more expensive than the battery version due to
the high energy losses”. The carbon footprint of both vehicle variants, on the other
hand, “hardly differs in the end. Quaschning's conclusion: Hydrogen will very probably
be used above all in vehicles with high daily driving performance”. “The normal car for
average applications will very probably be a battery car in the future. There are no
environmental disadvantages as a result”.

Fichtner's and Quaschning’s assessments coincide with the results of the study
“Automotive Industry 2035 – Forecasts for the Future”, in which management
consultants Horváth & Partners recently examined in detail whether battery-powered
or hydrogen-powered electric cars will prevail in the future. The study was carried out
over six months, accompanied by 80 people/interview partners and financed by the
management consultancy itself. “The main reason for our survey was that Horváth &
Partners serves many clients in the automotive supply industry. They naturally want to
know what to expect in the next 10 to 15 years,” says Dietmar Voggenreiter, head of
the study.

The study first analyses the reasons for the purchase. Why should customers switch to
e-cars? The most likely scenario at the moment is a two-phase model, according to the
study: the push-phase and the subsequent pull-phase.

In the push-phase from today to 2023/2025, manufacturers will push e-mobility. The
main reasons for this are the strict CO  standards. Added to this are the initially high
investment costs. Both of these factors mean that purchase incentives must be set in
order to bring e-cars onto the market. In the subsequent pull phase until 2030 and
above all until 2035, e-cars will also become more financially interesting for
customers. 

The introduction of the Euro 7 standard will make combustion engines more
expensive, and the purchase price delta will drop. This development is also reinforced
by the fact that a CO  tax – however that will look in detail – will make fossil fuels even
more expensive.

At the same time, many customers experience the consumption cost advantage
compared to petrol and diesel as very positive (stronger in countries with lower
electricity prices than in Germany). This cost advantage is supplemented by lower
service costs: because the e-car has fewer service-relevant components such as oil and
petrol filters than a combustion engine, less maintenance and repair is required. And:
the costs for oil and lubricant changes are completely eliminated.

Depending on the model, the study shows that fuel costs are about 400 to 600 euros
lower and service costs between 200 and 400 euros lower annually. A price advantage
of 600 to 1,000 euros in just twelve months is very interesting for consumers.
Voggenreiter: “There will come a time, and quite quickly, when rational reasons will
trigger major economies of scale in e-mobility.”
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But then there are the emotional issues: Fear of range anxiety and fast charging. The
authors of the study are convinced that both of these issues will be solved and will no
longer inhibit the expansion of e-cars in the pull phase from 2023/2025. The ranges
will increase, more charging points, including fast charging points, will minimize the
fear of becoming stranded. Finally, there is the discussion about the actual CO  savings:
Because the electricity used to produce e-cars is still “dirty”, at least not green
everywhere, an e-car today has a comparatively large “rucksack” when it is produced.
Studies calculate that it only saves more CO  than a combustion engine after more
than 100,000 kilometers in total (production and operation). According to the study,
this, too, will change in favor of electric cars over the next few years: more green
electricity in the production of electric cars and batteries will gradually make this
“initial backpack” smaller, and the electric car will save more CO , more quickly.
Horváth & Partners have also confronted the criticism of many hydrogen advocates
that the so-called dark lull in battery operation should be taken into account. Dark lull
means the time when electricity cannot be generated due to darkness and/or calm. For
this purpose, the primary energy requirement of the battery was added to the
corresponding additional requirement.

The most interesting part of the study remains: Which energy has the best efficiency
and is the most cost-effective for driving e-cars? Battery or hydrogen operation?
With battery-powered e-cars, only eight percent of the energy is lost during transport
before the electricity is stored in the batteries of the vehicles. When the electrical
energy used to drive the electric motor is converted, another 18 percent is lost. This
gives the battery-operated electric car an efficiency level of between 70 to 80 percent,
depending on the model.

With the hydrogen-powered electric car, the losses are significantly greater: 45 percent
of the energy is already lost during the production of hydrogen through electrolysis. Of
this remaining 55 percent of the original energy, another 55 percent is lost when
hydrogen is converted into electricity in the vehicle. This means that the hydrogen-
powered electric car only achieves an efficiency of between 25 to 35 percent,
depending on the model. For the sake of completeness: when alternative fuels are
burned, the efficiency is even worse: only 10 to 20 percent overall efficiency.

“In addition to the very real potential of green hydrogen, there is currently a dangerous
hype,” warn experts from the management consultancy Boston Consulting Group
(BCG) in a new study quoted by the Handelsblatt. The Horváth&/Partners study also
comes to the same conclusions.

Instead of spending billions on the vision of a hydrogen society, the study authors
concluded that investments in this promising technology should concentrate on
applications in which they also make economic sense. “We believe that there is great
potential if green hydrogen is promoted in applications in which it can really become
established in the long term. Above all in industry, but also in heavy goods, air and sea
traffic,” says Frank Klose, co-author of the study.

The conclusion is clear: fuel cell e-cars have many advantages (range, fast refueling, no
heavy battery on board), but one decisive disadvantage: it is comparatively inefficient –
both in terms of efficiency and cost. “No sustainable economy can afford to use twice
as much renewable energy to drive fuel cell cars instead of battery-powered vehicles,”
says Dietmar Voggenreiter, head of the study. Hydrogen could only be used in niches, in
trucks and buses, and over long distances. Battery weight, range and fueling time play
a decisive role here. It increases extremely with increasing capacity, which makes
batteries uninteresting even for trucks. In addition, existing truck filling stations could
be converted to a hydrogen filling station network with manageable effort due to their
lower numbers.

And what does the consumer gain from this? What is clear is that hydrogen-powered
e-cars will increasingly become more expensive to drive than battery-powered vehicles,
not only in terms of purchase, but above also in terms of operation. The double
primary energy requirement of hydrogen-powered vehicles compared to battery-
powered vehicles will be reflected in consumer prices. Drivers are already paying
around nine to twelve euros per 100 kilometers for hydrogen-powered cars, but only
two to seven euros per 100 kilometers (depending on the electricity prices in the
individual countries) for battery-powered e-cars, depending on varying individual
mobility habits. 

This should make it clear what the majority of consumers will be buying in the future
….

Horváth&Partners have even taken on board the criticism of many hydrogen advocates
that the so-called dark lull period should be taken into account. Dark lull means the
time when electricity cannot be generated due to darkness and/or calm conditions. For
this purpose, the primary energy requirement of the battery was added to the
corresponding additional requirement.
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Information in accordance with directive 1999/94/EC as amended: further information on the official fuel consumption and the
official specific CO2 emissions of new cars can be found in the 'Guide on the fuel economy, CO2 emissions and power
consumption of all new passenger car models' available free of charge at all points of sale in Germany and from DAT Deutsche
Automobil Treuhand GmbH, Hellmuth-Hirth-Strasse 1, D-73760 Ostfildern, Germany or at www.dat.de.
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The ID.3¹  is the first fully electric only car from the VolkswagenThe ID.3¹  is the first fully electric only car from the Volkswagen
Group. Group. 
It debuts at the IAA in Frankfurt and has an electric range of between 330 and
550 kilometers …

… while the Audi-h-tron-quattro²  is a concept hydrogen powered… while the Audi-h-tron-quattro²  is a concept hydrogen powered
car: car: 
At 700 bar pressure, they can store about six kilograms of hydrogen – for a
range of up to 600 kilometers. Filling up with hydrogen takes around four
minutes – comparable to a car with a combustion engine.
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With the fully electric ID.4,
Volkswagen is driving climate-
friendly e-mobility forward. Like
the ID.3, it leaves the Zwickau
plant without an ecological
backpack. We would like to
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Volkswagen’s independent
Sustainability Council begins a
new two-year mandate. In an
interview, Council spokesman
Georg Kell explains where he sees
a need to catch up and what he
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The electric drive creates more
space inside the vehicle,
autonomous driving opens up
completely new options for
deployment. What do these
developments mean for the
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Thirteen aspiring young talents
from all over Germany worked
together to create a special car:
the Golf GTE HyRACER. The
extraordinary training project
was organized by Volkswagen
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